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Abstract

The following is an account of a research
project exploring the recollections of seven
fathersat the time of the birth of their children
with Down's syndrome. It diseusses the
disclosure of diagnosis and subséquent
contacts the fathers made both professionally
andsocially during theperiod following, both in
the hospitalandathome.

This is combined with the personal
recollections of one father, not part of the
original study, whose child was bom with
spécial needs. The implications for both
professional practice and fathers are
highlighted.

Whilst there is an acknowledgement that the
project was small scale, the conclusions will
raise challenging issues for further discussion
both among professionals and individual
members of families.

Introduction

In1990 a small-scale investigation was carried
out into the reactions of nine families to the
fact that their new-bom babies had been bom
with Down's syndrome and into their feelings
and reactions in the weeks immediately
fbllowing the births. Down's syndrome is a
genetic condition which can be diagnosed
within the first few days oflife, therefore, it is
usual that the disclosure of diagnosis is made
before the mother and baby leave the
matemity hospital.

The children and their families were known to
the researcher through her work as a member
ofa team ofteachers devisingprogrammes for
pre-school children with possible spécial
educational needs. This work takes place in
the home setting and aims to enhance the
skillsofbothparents and children.

The nine children in this study were bom in
1986-87 and were the only children with

Down's syndrome bom and nurtured by their
natural parents withinthe Local-DistrictHealth
Authority during the period. (Since ail the
children with possible spécial needs are
referred to the Pre-School Service, ailchildren
with Down's syndrome bom in the area are
therefore known to that Service. ) The
paediatncian at the local matemity hospital
stated that during the last five years, seven
children with Down's syndrome hâve been
rejectedat birth by theirparents. However, this
was not the case with the cohort that formed
thisresearch sample.

The size of the research sample was
determined by two criteria. Firstly, the
démographie focus of the group andthe need
for theresultsof theresearch to be relevant to
thedevelopment oftheresearcher"sservice.

Secondly, the size of the group had to be
manageable within the workingcaseload of the
researcher. Assuch, this was a practitioner-led
research enquiry, carried out in the spirit
engendered by Lawrence Stenhouse who
argued thatpractitioner research was vital but
also that small-scale studies contribute to an
accumulated body of knowledge (Stenhouse
1975).

it was decided to carry out the study using
face-to-face interviews, and arrangements
were made during the course of the
researcher's routine home visits to speak to
the parents of thèse nine children. An
assumption hadbeen made by the researcher
thatboth partners wouldbe présent but, in the
event, only the mothers took part although in
some cases the fathers were in thehouse. The
interviewslasted for up to three hours.

Despite thegrowing researchinto the optimum
method of disclosure (Cunningham 1984,
Cunningham and Davis 1985, Byme et al
1988, Homby 1991, Jupp 1992) and the
availability of support services (Lacey and
Lomas 1993) the project concluded that there
was Utile coordination between professionals
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